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•Strategic vision of College
•Support E-Learning Committee, Director,
Centre Promotion Academic Excellence
•Legal Faculty were enthusiastic
•No online legal degree in Ireland in 2014 
•Technologically ready
Introduction
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• High quality active learner experience
• Flexible learning pathways & life-long learning 
opportunities
• Principles and practices-aligned with EU policy and 
emerging practice
Objectives of the LLB Online
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Online Lecture
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Live Tutorial
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Team Viewer support and  Zoom back-up
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Visually rich online lectures
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Wiki Projects – group activity
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Database step-through screencast demo. 
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Data analytics - Moodle reports 
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Online community of Practice
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They experience:  
•Flexibility and facility to replay
•Weekly online lecture
•Reading, activity, discussion forum
•Webinar, weekly zoom meeting
•Some technological problems (support available)
•Some isolation (online café and team)
Learner Experience
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Learner Experience
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a. I find Moodle easy to use and accessible
b. I find programme communication effective and timely
c. My online lectures are well organised and easy to follow
d. In general, the online activities work well and promote interaction
e. The monthly webinars are well organised and well supported by the Online 
Team
f. I am satisfied with the quality of service offered by the Griffith Online 
Department (Tendai, Alice and Mary)
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‘Absolutely fantastic, no driving no classes, lectures on-line and delivered superbly. Could 
not fault the programme. Time management is difficult with the volume of work 
involved.’
‘I think it's been very interactive. No one is made feel left out and interaction is 
encouraged at every opportunity which is a key factor is no one feeling left out as we are 
all probably in the four corners of the country.’
‘I find the LLB online great and it is easy to navigate around. However I find that the 
numerous activities result in my falling behind in study’
‘Great so far, very easy to feel alone however when you reach out there are a number of 
options to help’
‘Great to have a range of activities to promote study and keep us interested. The variety 
helps to keep a focus.’
Learner Experience
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What  worked
•A dynamic team, willing to push boundaries while 
following direction
•A well supported structure involving Faculty
•Support from management- Director is 200% behind us
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• Level 2 of the LLB Online
•Certificate in Training and Education
•ACCA courses
•Wide variety of blended modules within courses
•Business Online
•Creation of Online Resources across a wide range of 
courses
Future Plans
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‘The LLB Online is absolutely tremendous. I haven’t even been into 
Griffith College yet and I feel I know the lecturers and am part of the 
College. I provide training courses online as part of my own job and am 
taking some of what you do to enhance my own work. For example, I 
find the visual (Person in Picture PIP) excellent and it makes a big 
difference being able to see the lecturer. I’ve done other courses and 
have found them very impersonal as compared to this where you are 
very much ON YOUR OWN. I often listen to the lectures while walking 
my dog or plug my phone into my radio in my car on my way to work.’
Student Feedback 
Any Questions?
